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The grubby dance of politics didn’t end when we left the solar system, it followed us to the stars 
 
The god-like Iaens are infinitely more advanced than humankind, so why have they requested military assistance in a 
conflict they can surely win unaided?  

Torstein Danielson, Secretary for Interplanetary Affairs, is on a fact-finding mission to their home planet and headed 
straight into the heart of a war-zone.  With him, onboard the Starship Kissinger, is a detachment of marines for 
protection, an embedded pack of sycophantic journalists who are not expected to cause trouble, and reporter Katherina 
Molale, who most certainly will and is never afraid to dig for the truth.   

Torstein wants this mission over as quickly as possible. His daughter is terminally ill, his marriage in tatters. But then 
the Iaens offer a gift in return for military intervention and suddenly the stakes, both for humanity as a race and for 
Torstein personally, are very high indeed. 
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 Suffolk born and proud of it, Terry Grimwood is the author of a handful of novels and novellas, including Deadside 
Revolution, the science fiction-flavoured political thriller Bloody War and Joe which was inspired by true events. His 
short stories have appeared in numerous magazines and anthologies and have been gathered into three collections, The 
Exaggerated Man, There Is A Way To Live Forever and Affairs of a Cardio-Vascular Nature. Terry has also written and 
Directed three plays as well as co-written engineering textbooks for Pearson Educational Press. He plays the harmonica 
and with a little persuasion (not much persuasion, actually) will growl a song into a microphone. By day he teaches 
electrical installation at a further education college. He is married to Debra, the love of his life. 
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